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CHAIRMAN JOHN
On Bank Holiday Monday on 6th May, I went to All Saints’ Church in Cranham for
the Family Fun Day and Classic Car Show. I set off in the sunshine and came home
in the sunshine - now that doesn’t happen very often. When I arrived I was
greeted by Wayne and Vicky Blackburn who organised the event and arranged for
the Austins to be in the prime position, where else? There were over a hundred and
twenty cars, flower stalls, tombolas, train rides and live music, plus food and drink.
Wayne was showing his car for the first time. It’s a Military Austin PD in camouflage
yellow. My comment to him was “It should be green.” His reply was “I’ve got a tin
of Cuprinol paint and it does what it says on the tin - green.” The next time Wayne
shows his car it will be green. It was good to see another member of the club, Tony
Eldridge with his lovely Austin PD. John Bryson and Graham Scutt were also at the
show.
A nice thing about these shows is that people come up to you and talk about the
cars and tells us their own stories. While I was there a young
gentleman came up to me and said “My dad had two of these Austin
Box Saloons, one for spares and one for going to work in.” He said
his dad got a contract and started working in Somerset. Then one
day he was parking his gleaming RP Box Saloon with fabric sliding
roof when a local chap tapped on the window and said to him, “Don’t
leave it in this field as there is a horse that eats cars.” He replied,
“Yeah, righto.” and didn’t think too much of it. However, when he
returned a couple of days later, he found that sure enough, the
horse had eaten most of the sliding roof! The moral of this story is
always trust a local.
I would like to thank Les and Mary Morley for organising the brainteaser quizzes at
the recent Club Night. It was good to see Eric and Annette and I am grateful for
what they have done this past year and thanks to Eric for his work as membership
secretary for the past six years. Eric has offered help to John Bryson, who is our
acting membership secretary. I would also like to thank Janet Denny who, with the
assistance of husband Mike, has been the club treasurer for many years and Tony
Esposito who has volunteered to take on the role of acting treasurer.
Well that’s all for now. I look forward to seeing some of you at one of the many
forthcoming events.

Best wishes,
John Fromant
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IN MEMORY OF ANDREW BATEY
Andrew’s funeral was held at Chelmsford Crematorium on Tuesday 5th May. At
least 200 mourners met at the appointed time and at Andrew’s request, the
ladies wore dresses or skirts in bright colours and hats. Many had to stand in the
foyer and outside during the service as inside all seats and spaces were taken.
Andrew’s coffin was carried in, draped with the flag of the Merchant Navy, to
Gerry Rafferty’s “Baker Street”. Andrew was not a particularly religious person
so the Service of Committal was conducted by a Celebrant, not Minister. There
were no prayers or hymns, but it was a celebration of his life with Sue, his
service in the Merchant Navy, his interests, his beloved Morris cars and his
home.
Throughout the service a continual display of images of Andrew and Sue were
shown on a large screen. Andrew had chosen the music himself - “Having a
Good Time” by Queen, the Prelude to Bizet’s “Carmen” and a surprise at the
end - “Teddy Bears’ Picnic” (original 1932 version by Henry Hall.)
Everyone was invited back to Channels Golf Club for refreshments. An Austin
Seven Box, a Ruby, an Opal and an Austin Light 10, as well as various Morris
cars, also made the journey.
Before everyone left a beautiful giant ‘Limited Edition’ Golden Lattice Easter Egg,
which was Andrew’s last present to Sue, was broken and distributed to all as a
reminder of his sense of humour and his enjoyment of life.
This was a very sad occasion but one that was brightened by the memory of the
unique man Andrew that was and by the presence of so many of his friends and
acquaintances.
We send our deepest sympathy to Sue and her family and we hope to see her in
the future at our club events.
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about the Queens’s currency etc. but
desperate situations call for desperate
measures. How clever of Lord Austin to
realise that 80 years after my Ruby was
built, a vital piece of an A7’s engine could
easily be made from an item found in your
pocket.

THE BODGER’S APPRENTICE
I recently sneaked off early from one of
Pete’s Perambulations (Little Channels Golf
Club to Earls Colne Golf Club - scene and
venue of next year’s TOTIE Tour). As I
sat at traffic lights I noticed some smoke
from the front of my A7 (nothing new
there as my tyres often give off a heat
haze due to a Ruby’s superior speed
capability.) I then realised that it was
steam issuing from the bonnet louvres and
drove home more slowly than usual and
opened the bonnet. No obvious leaks but
water everywhere and a rusty spot on the
cylinder head. A sharp poke to the suspect
core plug with a finger nail resulted in a
fine jet of water up my sleeve. So, drain
down the rad and get out the large
hammer, push a builder’s nail through the
core plug and ease it out and clean around
the hole and seating. Then look for
another core plug (always a good idea to
do this first) but find nothing in the odds
and ends box. Never mind, Herbert Austin
in his great wisdom and foresight invented
the A7 cylinder head but had made sure
problems like mine could be resolved with
household items and common sense.

I was telling somebody about my
incredible skill at a show once and they
asked what I would do if the large core
plug at the end of the engine started
leaking. He had this problem once and had
to lift out the A7 engine to repair it and
the engine never ran properly again. I
asked him why he had not cut a hole in
the car’s bulkhead and replaced it through
there as The Boy Dave and I do all the
time. He looked a bit fed up at this as he
had not thought of doing it (it’s not
actually that easy though.) But another
aged onlooker said that he had been
camping in Dorset with
his family in the 1950s
and that same core plug
on his A7 Box Saloon
started to leak badly.
He had to get back to
Croydon so with the aid
of two Shippham’s fish
paste lids, a pot of
Hermetite and some
wooden wedges to hold the lids in place
over the leaking core plug, they set out for
home topping up the rad along the road.
After a time he did not have to put in any
more water as it sealed itself completely
and they all reached home safely. He did
not repair the engine but sold it shortly
afterwards omitting to mention the hidden
grocery items to the buyer.

You take a large nut and a ball bearing
just bigger than the hole in the nut’s
diameter and put them into a vice with a
one pence coin over the hole in the nut
and the ball bearing on the other side of
the coin. Tighten the vice and keep
checking by trying the “new” core plug in
the cylinder head until it fits perfectly
(make a few whilst you are at it as they
will always come in handy.) Then apply
some Hermetite or similar sealant to the
core plug seating, press in the coin firmly
(cone side up, dummy) and strike smartly
with large hammer. Refill radiator system
with water (close drain tap all of you with
wet shoes) and run engine to seal and
test. Job done and dusted! Apologies to
all Royalists out there who will grumble

So if anybody out there needs a core plug
replacing, just bring it down to Big Bill
Austin's and we will soon test out some of
these new innovations (please also bring
your wallet and some jars of fish paste.)
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Ladies’ Page
My household duties are now slightly changed in that I now put out the bins for collection
every Friday as the refuse collectors sometime come very early in the morning. Last week
I was really shocked to see several cartons, a plastic bottle and a beer can just outside
our gate. The garage at the top of the road now remains open 24-hours a day and we
have noticed an increase in litter since that time.
Several years ago I gave Michael a litter-picker for his birthday which, although he uses it
quite frequently, I never have. So, at that point I decided that the time had come for me
to use this said tool. I knew Michael had not done a sweep recently so decided that I
must add this to my day’s job list.
Later in the morning, when the sun was up and it was a little warmer, wearing an old
coat, gloves and wellies and armed with the litter-picker and black bags, I set off
up the road to tidy our frontage. First I was really impressed with the design of
the litter-picker and how easy it was to pick up any shape of rubbish and put it
neatly into the black bag. Secondly, I was amazed at the amount of litter that
was hidden in our ditch and opposite in the woodland, in fact I got so
enthusiastic that I was out for over an hour and very diligently cleared
the ditches and woodland on both sides of the road for one hundred
yards either side of our own frontage.
I must confess my mood was first one of enjoyment and the satisfaction of doing such a
worthwhile job, especially when a cyclist waved as he went past and said ”Thank you very
much.”, but then changed to fury at the people who just chuck all this rubbish out of their
car windows with no thought of the damage that it can do to animals and the
environment. I then remembered that I have said for many years that this is a job that
young offenders should be given, but when I suggested it to someone they said that it
was not possible as the Authorities could not supply them with a mobile toilet. Now,
when I heard this it made me really mad for even on this day I did not go home but found
a nice big tree and it is so much easier for chaps than for me!
I eventually arrived home carrying two black bags full of plastic and glass bottles, cans,
cartons, a pair of spectacles, and even a car hub cap, but very conscious of a job well
done. On being met by Michael he very quickly said he felt I was in need of a glass of
wine - and how!
Changing the subject completely, another nice little post script. I received a phone call
the other day from an elderly friend of my Mother’s whom I try and visit regularly. She
had heard that Michael was ill and said that if there was any little thing she could do to
help then please just give her a phone call. I was so emotional when I told Michael, for
this dear lady is 101 years old - bless her!
Until next month – Happy Sevenning! Penny
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Stow Maries ‘Fly-in Day’
Only two Austin Sevens managed to attend this World War One Airfield
Fundraising Day on 10th May. A short string of two Pearls from Colchester
enjoyed a very pleasant cross-country run to Stow Maries and parked up
alongside many other elderly motors in prime position to watch a varied
collection of aircraft taking off and landing throughout the day. A stroll through
the various outbuildings and exhibits, together with a picnic lunch on the lawn,
contributed to a most memorable day and as the day went on the weather
became warmer and more like the summer day for which we had hoped.
Two other stalwarts of the club were on flying visits for the day. Graham Scutt
was enjoying the company and the proceedings and I also met up for a brief
chat with Iain Cooper, who has an Austin Ten for which he was seeking a
valuation.
The green Pearl, still warm from her recent run to Brighton, was making a
second trip to the airfield having been part of the EA7C contingent which visited
last year. The smoke emanating from her second-hand engine lessened
somewhat but she is still going strong over 850 miles later.
The blue Pearl seemed to have regular difficulty in cancelling left and right hand
indicators, although by travelling with another Seven there were various methods
of reminding the driver of his oversight.
At the conclusion of the flying our convoy of two set off for home in a topless
condition, making such good time on the journey that we were able to stop off
for a sherbet at the Alma, thus concluding
what had been an excellent day out.
Bart Walsh
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Does Anyone Have the Right Time?
I’ve had the pleasure of
being the keeper of
Primrose,
the
1928
Chummy, for some 27 plus
years. Generally she’s
always gone reasonably
well and given us lots of
fun. However, recognising a
few developing issues, I
decided it was about time
to set about a long overdue
pr o g r a m m e
of
de e p
maintenance and updating.
Something beyond the
usual oil change, grease-up
and check-over (or as
Gloria calls it, “Coming in
late smelling of oil and
leaving stains on the
carpet.”)
After a period of poor cold
starting requiring the
application of a fan heater,
I decided to have the
magneto rebuilt by William
Salmons of Burnham-onCrouch. After all, it was 24
years since his father Ted
last did it! The magneto
was
rewound,
remagnetised, the points
changed, new carbon
contacts
fitted
and
everything was checked
and fully tested under load.
Back on the car I carefully
set the magneto timing
according to the advice in
the 750 Motor Club’s Austin
Seven Companion booklet
and rechecked it when
running with my ancient
stroboscope. Full advance
and retard both spot-on
according to the book.

Primrose now started within
a few turns of the handle,
whatever the weather.
Excellent job I thought.
To
fix
a
gr a du a l l y
developing radiator leak
and some blocked-off
tubes, I took another brave
pill and had the radiator
rebuilt with a new, correct
core, courtesy of Paul
Austin of Colchester
Radiators. Once I corrected
the previously botched
mounting brackets at the
bottom of Primrose’s
radiator shroud, it fitted
back in and worked
beautifully along with its
new hoses and top water
take-off. Paul told me “It
will be a lot more efficient
and you’ll find the engine
will run cooler.” It certainly
does. After 10 miles on a
cold morning the bottom of
the rad is still only luke
warm.
A new battery from Lincon
Batteries at Leigh-on-Sea
came next in the update
(the old one was years old),
together with new cable
terminals. I also cleaned up
various earth points and the
starter motor. A full service
followed, with four pints of
Penrite Classic Medium oil
going into the sump. This
oil has an SAE rating of
25W-70, which means it is
easier to turn the engine
when cold, but maintains a
high viscosity (and some oil
pressure!) when hot. I’ve
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sworn by it for years. I also
fitted a new steering arm
from A7 Components (in
the ‘grey book’.) The old
one failed my annual dye
penetrant crack detection
test.
Primrose had been running
fuel-rich for some time and
used to soot up her spark
plugs thus requiring regular
cleaning. Not to mention
the worsening petrol
economy. However when
leaving the excellent East
Bergholt show last summer,
she also decided to have an
overflow of petrol from the
float chamber. Luckily I had
fitted a heat shield a few
years ago to cure fuel
vaporisation, but it also
diverts any overflowing
petrol away from the
exhaust. So apart from a
member of the public who
was closely watching the
fuel running out while
smoking his cigar, there
was no issue.
Consequently, and in the
mood of “Let’s get the
whole thing right now I’ve
done this much” I ordered
a new fuel control needle,
levers and petrol valve from
Austin Reproduction Parts
(also in the ‘grey book’.)

Continued/...

After a bit of minor fettling
to remove the odd burrs on
the brass levers, they
worked beautifully. The fuel
level is slightly lower and
the needle seals beautifully.
I had an ‘iffy’ wheel rebuilt
by Anglia Wheels (see
advert in Chassis) and had a
new tyre fitted to it by
Vintage Tyres during a visit
to the Beaulieu Motor
Museum in April. I even
balanced it!
After more work than
Primrose has had in very
many years, she now
started instantly, ran
without any misfires, and
had oil pressure at all times!
What else could possibly go
wrong?
Well only one thing. She

didn’t go very well!
On local trips she
struggled up the
hills
and
didn’t
really want to do
more than 35 mph.
Coming up Maldon
Hill (1 in 7) even
with a run-up, I
thought I was going
to need first gear
(she made it in
second – just!)
Much
deep
thought
followed. Henry Ford once
said “Thinking is the hardest
work there is, that’s why so
few people do it.” But I
persevered. Judging by the
appearance of the spark
plugs, the fuel mixture was
now about right. The timing
was ‘to the book’. There
were no misfires, the
compression pressures were
good and equal, there was
no popping or banging, no
water loss – just not much
performance! I have
personally lost a bit of
weight over the last few
months as well, so the
po w er - to -w e i gh t r a t io
problem couldn’t be my
fault. The engine was
definitely down on power!
So what had
changed?
I
may be wrong
but I reasoned
that the engine
was
now
running cooler,
thanks to the
new
radiator
(and
the
exhaust
heat
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shield.) The mixture was a
lot weaker, thanks to the
new carb parts. I wondered
could it be that with modern
fuel, perhaps with some
ethanol in it, together with
all the other factors, the
‘burn’ process was now
slower? If so, perhaps I
needed to advance the
timing more than stated in
the A7 Companion to start
the burn earlier in the
cycle?
Coincidentally, it was about
this time I took Bill Williams’
excellent book ‘Austin Seven
Specials’ to bed for a bit of
innocent enjoyment (well I
am getting on a bit.) Bill
built some of the best
Austin Seven specials in the
‘30s, ‘40s and ‘50s. In
there, he states the timing
advance for a standard
Austin Seven should be 20
degrees before top dead
centre. This didn’t ring a
bell and seemed a bit much
to me. I did the calculations
based on the advice given
in ‘The Companion’ (one
and a quarter inches
advance as measured on
the flywheel) and found
that reference gives you a
figure of 14 degrees
advance, which is what I
had always set up to. Some
way from Bill Williams’ 20
degrees! Bill’s figure means
the fully advanced position
should be one and three
quarter inches before top
dead centre, as measured
on the flywheel.
Continued/...

You can guess the rest.
With the timing reset up to
a maximum of 20 degrees
advance, and with fingers
crossed, I found that
Primrose now goes like a
rocket (well, all things are
relative.) Fully retarded on
the hand control still gives
a bit of static advance, but
it doesn’t kick back hard
during starting. There’s no

detonation (“pinking”) as
far as I can hear over the
general engine noise and it
certainly feels much more
‘gutsy’ at all speeds.
As the late great Keith
Duckworth (of Cosworth
fame) said, “To get the
maximum power from an
engine you just need the
biggest possible bang,

ti m es
the
number of
minute.”

ma x imum
bangs per

I’ll let you know later if I
get a different sort of ‘big
bang’.

Mike Brand

I had been teaching my three year old daughter the Lord’s
prayer at bedtime for several weeks. She would repeat after me
the lines of the prayer. Finally she decided to go solo. I listened
with pride as she carefully enunciated each word, right up to the
end of the prayer. “Lead us not into temptation” she prayed “but
deliver us from email.”
Courtesy of Graham Scutt
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The Street to Fame?
I was out and about in Chelmsford the other week
when I came across this street sign. ‘Cor blimey’ I
thought, I recognise that name! Is our Brian holding
back on us by not revealing an historic past, or is
someone having a laugh? Now why would Brian have a sign in a factory estate, surely
somewhere more prominent would be fitting for our long standing club member, but
then again the road does go to nowhere!
I always understood that it was the planning department that devised street names and
they based their decisions on such subjects as British rivers, flowers, counties,
characters from Dickens and people of note! Marconi Road and Churchill Crescent are a
couple that immediately spring to mind, but I’m sure you could think of many more. But
Eckersley Road simply baffles me. People of NOTE. well that could mean NOTABILITY
or possibly NOTORIETY – either famous or infamous you might think.
I trawled the internet and found that the Eckersley name mainly appears in the sporting
world. Richard played for Man Utd before being released to Burnley (who are bottom of
the league.) Adam played for Heart of Midlothian but got banned for head-butting,
Dean was a baseball player and Ned was a cricketer. There was a Rupert who was a
wrist surgeon at London Bridge Hospital, but none seem worthy of a street being
named after them.
I finally tackled Brian on the subject, who revealed he knew of the street and believed
the name to relate to Peter Eckersley, a producer for Granada TV. He is credited with
having written and produced Coronation Street and married one of the cast – Valerie
Barlow – boring!
Have you got a street named after you? If so, let’s hear about it.
Dave Sabel

Note from the Editor:
Our previous editor is not the only one with a
road named after him!
Bonner Road in Bethnal Green is the location
of the London Chest Hospital.
Bonner Road is named after Edmund Bonner (1500-1569) who was made Bishop of
London in 1540 by Henry VIII. But later he was imprisoned because he did not
accept the King as head of the church. He was released by Mary and restored to
office. As bishop, he sentenced many Protestants to martyrdom and was known as
"Bloody Bonner” (no comment!)
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NATIONAL DRIVE IT DAY - SUNDAY 26TH APRIL 2015
The weather wasn’t quite as bright and
cheery as we would have liked for our
trip out on National Drive It Day, but
hey, we EA7C members are a hardy
bunch and so it was that around 30 of
us, in fifteen cars, braved the
miserable weather and set out on our
annual run. We gathered at The
Booking Office tearooms in the old
railway station on the Flitch Way at
Rayne from 10.00am where we
enjoyed a chat and consumed teas,
coffees, or in my case, hot chocolate.
We were very pleased to welcome two
new members, John and Christine
Wicks in their Riley.

We left Rayne and headed towards
Shalford, frequently splashing through
large puddles which were evidence of
the heavy rain overnight.
We
journeyed on to Finchingfield for our
first run through the village, where we
met up with the leading group that had
taken the opportunity to pull over for a
photo shoot.
There were lots of
mutual toots, honks and waves
between us and a convoy of Triumph
Stags that passed us from the opposite
direction.
We set off again, leaving Peter and
Marion Lawson behind as Peter had
offered to wait for our second run
through the village, arriving in the
opposite direction to which we came,
so that he could take photos. Peter
positioned himself strategically, in a
crouched position (!) on one side of
the bridge and took photos of the
individual cars as we drove over. That
is with one exception – the view of The
Duchess (the largest car on the run)
was totally obscured by a group of
cyclists, much to Peter and John’s
disgust!

Richard Bohannan, who had organised
the run, called us to order at 11.00am
and distributed route sheets and
instructions.
We set off in two groups at an interval
of approximately 10 minutes, having
been reminded of the need to observe
convoy rules. We were in the second
group, being led by John and Rita
Bryson in The Duchess. We were sorry
that Michael Aplin did not quite feel up
to the long journey, but we made sure
that we kept lone driver Penny in our
sights at all times.

Continued/...
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From Finchingfield we then headed on
to Thaxted before the long run to
Great Dunmow and our lunch venue –
the Parfect Golf Centre, where we
were pleased to meet up with a
number of other members who had
made their own way there.
Once again the staff made us feel
really welcome and the carvery meal
was second to none. We understand
that they were expecting forty of us
for lunch and in fact fifty nine of us
sat down to eat! This must have been
a catering nightmare for the staff but
if it was, they certainly didn’t make it
obvious.
Unfortunately, John and
Chrissie Fromant were unable to
attend due to a family commitment
but we are grateful to John for
organising the meal.
What a fabulous day we had – thank
you very much to Richard and Jayne
for organising such a lovely route
which had taken us through some
beautiful Essex countryside. That,
together with great food and fantastic
company, made for an altogether
enjoyable day.
Pearl Bonner
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National Drive it Day - Report from Mary King
The idea is, I believe, to get all classic cars out and on the road. Well Derek and I did our
bit - he in his TR3A and me in my Ruby. Should we or shouldn’t we take a round trip
from Ongar to Dunmow, that was the decision to make? The weather was iffy so in the
end we just drove leisurely through the villages.
Derek does complain that driving with Austin 7s means he never gets out of second gear
in the TR. I was certainly taking it steady as my steering seemed to be rather vague quite a lot of play in the wheel - and Derek confirms that “Yes I was weaving about
somewhat.”
We did see one ancient classic motor bike on our journey so it was good to see lots of
Sevens, MGs a Hillman and a Riley - sorry if I’ve missed any.
On mentioning my interesting steering experience to one or two knowledgeable
gentlemen they told me there is a part to the steering that is adjustable in three places so no problem - unless all three options have already been taken.
At the ParFect restaurant we sat with two new members, John and Christine (no, not the
Fromants) and Derek and John discovered that they had been to the same school in Earls
Colne (now closed) and so were swopping tales of other chaps they had known. What a
small world.
So after a lovely roast lunch we wove, I mean drove, our way home.
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AUSTINS TO BRIGHTON
SUFFOLK CLUB REPORT by MEL GRAINGER
As soon as we saw the Austins to Brighton event advertised, I booked a room in
the Travelodge that we stayed in on the last Austin to Brighton run. Before we
had even entered the event, at the Suffolk Club night, Ken Mazdon was the only
one who wanted to join Annette and I on the trip.
The event was looming fast, servicing Ernie was taking nearly all of my free
time. Everything went really well, Ernie's service and fettling was finished with
eight days to spare.
Ken Mazdon, however, was having troubles galore. The clutch was slipping, so
the engine was taken out to refurbish it. After refitting the engine it was taken
on a short trial run but was quickly returned to the garage with what sounded
like a big end knock and a very bad oil leak from the sump area. After a
conversation with Bart Walsh, contact was made with Fred Gucci, who checked
the engine over for Ken, finding a valve had stuck open. Fred quickly freed off
the valve, solved the oil leak, and the engine was quickly reinstalled in the car,
all ancillaries reattached, and the car was ready for the road on the Monday
before the Brighton run. With only about twenty miles travelled since sorting all
the problems, undeterred, Ken decided to ask his daughter if she would trailer
his Austin to Woodcote Green Garden Centre.
I had the Friday off work to load Ernie and to make sure all was still ok with him.
To my surprise the bottom water hose had collapsed, which was ok the week
before. Luckily I had a spare and after cleaning both joints it was put on,
thankfully with no leaks.
On Saturday we left Woolpit at about 11:30 and with the satnav plugged in all A
roads were avoided. With speed set at 25mph we had a 98 mile, four hour
journey ahead of us. We arrived in
Croydon in three and a half hours,
having travelled at speeds of
between 35 and 40 mph for much
of the journey.
After a relatively sleepless night I
was up at 5:30, to go out to check
on Ernie. Another two Austins were
parked beside him, a Box Tourer
and a Ruby.
/continued...
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Later, while loading Ernie ready for the drive to Woodcote Green, the two
owners came out. The Tourer's owner was none other than Vince Leeks. We
spoke for a short while and as he looked over Ernie he told me he is in the
process of restoring an Opal.
Eventually we trundled off with
Ken and Jenny in their modern
trying to keep up. When we
arrived at Woodcote, Ken's
daughter and son-in-law were
waiting with his car. After
unloading his car Ken joined
us for the start. Having signed
in, sausage baps eaten, we
heard that the cars were
starting to leave. With us in
front of Ken, we joined the
queue leaving Woodcote
Garden Centre with Annette
reading out the directions along the way. We arrived at Tulleys Farm with no
problems.
We signed in and received our next route
information. The queue for refreshments
had not moved while we waited to sign
in, so rather than waiting the four of us
decided to head off for Brighton.
Everything was going well until we got to
Winnie the Pooh's home, Ashdown Forest
and five quite large deer ran out in front
of us, not much more than 50yds away.
It happened so fast that I hardly had
time to brake. Thankfully we missed
them. Not sure if it was Winnie chasing them!
We thought we had missed one turning and seeing Stephen Barker coming in
the opposite direction, we knew it was not only us that had missed the turn! A
quick turn around soon put us back on the right road. I think almost everyone
made the same mistake.
Arriving at Madeira Drive, parking in line, it gave our cars the chance of a well
earned rest. Purchasing some essential spares from the cherished suppliers, we
had a stroll amongst the cars meeting some of our friends from Essex.
/continued...
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Ken and Jen went back to their car to wait for the main reason for doing the run.
I don't know how long they had to wait, but eventually Mrs Pat Gibson, the lady
who had previously owned his car (Little 7, as she called it) turned up. She only
lives about thirty miles from Brighton, coming down with her son especially to
meet them. Annette and I were introduced to Pat and her son and what a lovely
lady she was to talk to.
All too soon it was time to leave. We set the Satnav for Woolpit, going through
it so we again avoided every A road. Ahead of us was a five and a half hour,
115 mile journey. It took us through some beautiful villages and really narrow
lanes with grass growing in the middle plus some really steep hills that we are
not used to in Suffolk. We arrived back home at around 8:30 Sunday evening
after a very long but really enjoyable day.
Both Annette and I are already looking forward to the next Austins to Brighton
Run. We hope that more Suffolk members will be able join us next time.

Mel and Annette
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Members’ Cars - Nick Gray
This month we return once again to
our Suffolk Branch and feature one of
their founder member’s cars.

marriage the newlyweds moved to
Ixworth. He plans on attending the
Naze Classic Car show this year which
is held at Walton-on–the-Naze and
hopes to find his old home at Kirby
Cross while he is motoring in the area.

It was a very fortunate coincidence
which meant that having purchased
his RN Box Saloon in the summer of
1998, Nick Gray saw an interesting
advertisement in the local paper. Our
very dear friend Graham Baldock had
for some time thought of making
membership of the Essex Austin 7 Club
more attractive to our close relatives in
Suffolk. The advert which Graham
had promulgated was spotted by Nick
and in October of that year he duly
turned up at the proposed venue in
Woolpit to find out what was planned.
Thus the Suffolk branch was duly
formed.

Nick’s Austin 7 (“Evie”) had been
safely stored in a barn for over fifteen
years and has a most interesting
history.
One of its two previous
owners ran a dairy in Ixworth, a
nearby village. At that time the little
car was teamed up with a trailer which
carried milk churns on deliveries
around several of the local villages.
The car was then owned by a local
chap. He happened to be a farm
labourer and arranged to house the
Austin in a barn where it was safely
stored with all the accoutrements of
farming life including the occasional
visiting chicken, a barn owl and lots of
little four-legged animals. It was, in
fact the perfect picture of a “Barn
Find”.

The first owner of the car was a Mrs
Dorothy Boswell from Great Holland
and had been supplied by Bryan’s
Garage of Clacton. Nick had spent
some of his former years as an
apprentice mechanic at the Bran White
Motor Company at nearby Kirby Cross
and when he qualified found himself
many years ago working in that very
same local garage. Following his

Continued/...
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Two years later Nick was finally able to
start work on the restoration of Evie, as
the car is named. That was in 2000 and
work commenced with a ‘body-off’
restoration, checking every nut and bolt
and finishing everything off to a very high
standard. All this was achieved in just
under two years and following a successful
MoT he was able to enjoy some nostalgic
motoring in the rural lanes surrounding his
home. Evie has even won the Best Car of
the Night trophy at the Suffolk branch’s
annual event.

If any club members are travelling around
Suffolk, Norfolk and even Essex itself at
any time of the year, they are quite likely
to spot Nick and Evie along one of the
lovely lanes in that part of the country.
Covering nearly one hundred miles each
week he certainly has no regrets about
owning his A7 or joining in with fellow
enthusiasts from our Suffolk branch of the
EA7C.
Bart Walsh
(with a little help from his friend Mel!)

Sunday 20th September 2015
Members are warmly invited to make a return visit to the
very lovely medieval church of All Saints, Norton Mandeville.
Throughout the weekend The Friends of All Saints are
holding their biennial Flower Festival and Craft Fair and all
Austin Sevenners would receive a great welcome, with
particular emphasis on classic cars on the Sunday.
The club has visited this event in the past and all greatly enjoyed the occasion.
In addition to a beautifully decorated church, attractions in the adjoining farm
buildings include bee keeping, children’s crafts, plants, art display, classic cars
and an historical exhibition. Light refreshments served once again from the Aplin
caravan, together with a hog roast in the churchyard. You can of course bring
your own picnic and drinks.
The event opens at 10.30am on the Sunday and closes at 3pm with a Harvest
Festival service in the church. Please come - we would love to see you.
Michael and Penny Aplin

In Dave Sabel’s absence, the May draw, which took place on
Club Night, was carried out by Brian Jenner. The winning
number was 35, and the lucky winner was David Austin.
A reminder that subs for the next twelve months
are now due - so to be included in the June draw please
send your cheque (payable to EA7C 100 Club) to
Dave Sabel, Thank you.
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Eurotour 2012 Alpine Amble
Report by Peter Lawson - Episode 3
I found time to check the car over one evening. Everything
seemed fine although as I had the occasional clunk from the back
I took the rear wheels off and with some help from Paul Bradfield checked the
halfshafts for tightness. All seemed well. Paul was our back-up driver in his Land
Rover with his brother Martin and they did a sterling job between them, sweeping
the route for any casualties. I had a nice talk with Martin one evening discussing
the problems of deafness as we both have severe hearing loss.
We had some nice meals in the Hotel Swiss as the local restaurants were very
expensive for our pockets. Several others began to think the same and the last
night had a lovely atmosphere as many of our group filled the dining area.
All too soon we had to leave for our next port of
call in Thonon-les-Bains. This entailed a long
steep climb out of Gstaad to the Col du Pillion at
1546 metres where we stopped for a breather
and to take in the breathtaking views. So too did
a coach load of Indian tourists who descended
on our cars like vultures taking it in turns to
photograph themselves standing by our cars.
Then leaning on the roof. Then leaning on the
bonnet. Then one foot on the running board.
When the next step was to sit inside this was a
step too far. An increasingly agitated Dave finally
had enough and drove his car out of the way
when they started tugging at the side screens to
get inside.
We left pretty soon after on the long descent
down to Lake Geneva where we found a nice
restaurant for lunch to sit and soak up the sun by the water’s edge. Jette just
loved to lean back and bathe in the warm sun;
must be the lack of it in her home country of
Norway. It wasn`t far now to Thonon-les-Bains
and as Dave and Denyse and Chris and Jette
were in a different hotel we split up at this point.
We hadn`t travelled many miles before we had
to stop. No, not a breakdown, an ice cream
parlour. We sat for another half hour licking and
looking over the lake.
/continued...
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We drove through Evian, home of the bottled water and looking at the prosperity
of the place could not but wonder at the exorbitant price of the drink that gullible
people pay.
The hotel`s underground car park
descended from a ramp off a roundabout
and we emerged with cases and bags
from a labyrinthine maze into a garden
area round the corner of the hotel. Two
nights here meant we could explore the
town and beyond. Before dinner we
strolled down to the shore front lined with
cafes and restaurants and had a lovely
pot of tea outside in the late afternoon sun chatting to Ed and Eric Waugh from
Scotland and were soon joined by
Graham and Janet Baldock.
The following morning we walked a
mile or so along the shore line to visit
the Chatheau de Ripaille which I found
very interesting as many architects and
craftsman`s drawings of the buildings
and ironwork were on display.
Wonderful tea rooms furnished in
antiques and flowers provided a
welcome cup of coffee. We strolled and
sometimes skipped back to the town
along the wide promenade. Taking the
funicular back up to the town we found
a lovely little French bar that served a
delicious lunch before browsing the
market where Dave had just bought a
piece of marquetry of a Box Saloon.
In the afternoon we decided to get the
car out and drive the twelve miles or so
to Yvoire, a preserved medieval village.
We were absolutely enthralled by its
narrow streets, flower bedecked houses, craft shops and restaurants, cafes
overlooking the harbour. We stayed there so long we decided to have dinner and
by the time we left there were hardly any cars left in the car park.
To be continued….
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CLUB NIGHT – WEDNESDAY 20 MAY 2015
Although attendance was quite down due to holidays, Club Night seemed as
noisy and the room as full as usual!
It was great to see the Denny’s beautiful little Ruby van in the car park being
admired by some of the golfers. Then came Peter in NiJella, fresh from a seven
hundred mile round trip to Holland (no Marion this evening - she had got straight
on a plane for a Hen Party in warmer climes!)
We were joined by a family looking to buy an A7 and they were very pleased to
chat and receive lots of advice. Mel and Ken from the Suffolk Club were with
another ‘would be’ Ruby owner – Derek Johnson – so we wish them both ‘happy
hunting’.
Parish Notices were given and lots of event lists available along with the club
merchandise on the table at the back. Brains were then taxed with
some more quizzes and the winners rewarded with prizes
distributed by John Fromant. The 100 Club was drawn by Penny,
who turned out to be sitting next to the winner – David Austin –
fix! Penny was kept busy updating all and sundry about Michael’s
progress and everyone wishes him well. Indeed, this goes for all
those who are under the weather at the moment.
Next month is our Golf Evening, so we are looking forward to seeing you all then
– perhaps arrive a bit earlier if you want to take part?
(N.B.- The Bucket & Spade Run on 5th July is cancelled. Advance Notice: All
Saints Church, Norton Mandeville Bi-Annual Craft & Flower Festival, 19th/20th
September (the same weekend as Chatham Dockyard Salute to the 40s)
MEMBERSHIP REPORT - John Bryson
I am pleased to report that we have two new members who applied via the
website. They are Anthony Astell of Ilford who owns a Chummy and
Christopher Wiltshire from Bramford in Suffolk who has a Box Saloon. We are
very pleased to welcome them.
Total membership currently stands at one hundred and thirty eight.
Kind regards,
John
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Written by Irving Berlin in 1954, SISTERS featured in the film White Christmas.
Now you can sing it with new words and a new title.

SEVENS
Sevens, Sevens,
Herbert’s little babies christened Sevens,
Never had to build a cheaper car “No sir”
We’re here to keep our faith in her.
Mending, bending,
Ev’ry little bit of her needs tending,
When we’re on a run and someone falls behind,
We wait ahead ‘cos we don’t mind.
All kinds of weather,
We stick together,
The same in the rain and sun,
Boxes and Chummys and Pearls and Rubys,
We drive and we act as one.
Folks who’ve, seen us,
Smile and wave and wish that they were with us,
From the moment that we left our garage and our house,
Lord help the modern,
Who comes between me and my Seven,
And Lord help my Seven,
Who comes between me and my spouse.
Words by Peter Lawson

Copy Date: Contributions for inclusion in the magazine should reach the Editor by the 21st of each
month, but please let Terry Bonner know beforehand if you are writing an article so that space can
be allocated. Please email all text to the Editor or if not possible, submit in typed format so we have
a clear copy from which to work. Photographs always enhance an article so if you can, please include
as attachments. If you send printed photos for scanning every care will be taken. However if you
want them returned, we cannot do this unless you enclose a stamped addressed envelope.
The Essex Austin Seven Club, the Editor, contributors and the printers of this magazine accept no
responsibility whatsoever for the views or comments expressed herein whether they be from
individuals or groups and their comments and viewpoints remain wholly and exclusively the
contributor’s/individual’s responsibility. The club cannot accept responsibility for the accuracy of
any adverts published in this magazine.
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CLUB EVENTS DIARY 2015
June
3rd

Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound,
Ixworth

6th

Harlow Country Show

17th

Club Night

21st

Blackwater Country Show

21st

Hatfield Heath Classic Car Show

Neil Preston

John Fromant
John White

July
1st

Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound,
Ixworth

5th
12th

National Rally of Austin Sevens at
Beaulieu, Hants.
Cressing Temple Barns Car Show

15th

Club Night

Neil Preston

David Austin

August
1st & 2nd

Family Fun Weekend & Food Festival
Cressing Temple Barns

2nd

“Nostalgair” at North Weald Airfield

5th

Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound,
Ixworth

19th

Club Night

30th

Countess of Warwick Show

Graham Scutt

Neil Preston

Brian Jenner

Richard Bohannan is our new Events Coordinator. If you require information about
an event, or want to arrange one, please contact Richard:
Please note that other events can be viewed on the club’s website: ea7c.wordpress.com
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